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Summer 2018 update
Ian Williams encourages its team to participate in the delivery of community projects and to raise money for
charitable causes. Our Foundation is an employee led team that manages the funding we provide for community
investment, charitable donations and supports voluntary work nationally. The monetary equivalent
of the Foundation’s work exceeds £50,000 per annum.

Here’s an update of the most
recent fund-raising events
across the company…
Taking on the mighty Three
Peaks Challenge and raising
£5,000 for The Stroke
Association!
Twelve intrepid climbers and 2 mini-bus
support drivers from Ian Williams took on the
Three Peaks Challenge on one of the hottest
weekends of the year – and they smashed
it! Climbing up and down Snowdon, Scafell
Pike and Ben Nevis in 24 hours, the team
walked a total of 23 miles and climbed a
total of more than 3,408 metres, raising a
fantastic £5,000 for The Stroke Association.

Tipsy 10 Challenge!
The Tipsy 10 Challenge is an annual
event in the village of Ynysybwl and
consists of a 10 point orienteering
course – with as the name suggests,
a drink at each stagepoint!
This year’s challenge was to raise
money for a young mother with cancer.
We were pleased to be able to
contribute £250 to this cause.

£1,000 raised for MIND
during the hottest London
marathon on record
A massive congratulations to our Maidstone
Business Support Assistant Diane Tilston
who completed what she described as
her ‘first and last marathon’ ever, and
raised over £1000 for MIND. Her FitBit
showed she completed 62,327 steps –
a feat recognised by The Foundation with
a £250 contribution.

Riding The Night
2018
More familiar with the day to
day challenges of matching
people and vacancies, our
recruitment officer Olivia
Withers cycled 100km from
Windsor Racecourse to
Buckingham Palace overnight
in aid of three cancer
charities. She raised a
fantastic £745 including a
£250 donation from the
Foundation.

